Chapter 3
Revelation 3:1 And unto the ANGEL {leadership} of the
church in Sardis write; These things saith HE {seventh
plagued angel speaking as the last witness of what
happened around 90 A.D.} that hath the seven Spirits
{being equated with the memory of Michael that
witnessed the things being done by the church's
leadership/angel and by the seven churches in Asia
Minor} of God {Michael/God that wrote the visions and
oracles on the seventh plagued angel/God siting and
reigning on the throne. These visions and oracles are
mixed with the last witness' vision and oracles}, and the
SEVEN STARS {when the seven spirits are revealed they
are as seven burning flames/seven stars upon seven
candlesticks}; I know thy works, that THOU
{leadership/angel/messenger of Sardis} hast a name that
thou livest, and art DEAD {will already be dead when the
seventh plagued angel is revealing Revelation 3:1 near the
end of the judgment}.
The verse in Revelation 3:1 is happening near the end of
the 1,100 years of the judgment. At that time, the seventh
plagued angel has the seven spirits that pertain to the
memory of Michael, that witnessed and wrote on a scroll's
first side what happened during the time when the seven
churches of Asia Minor existed. The seventh plagued
angel is God because he is recreating each generation

according to the visions and oracles written on each
scroll's first side. When the seven spirits are revealed from
one of the scroll's first side, they are as the seven stars
(seven flames/lights) upon the seven golden candlesticks.
These seven stars burning upon the seven candlesticks
reveal the works of the angels (messengers/leaderships) of
the seven churches.
Near the end of the 1,100 years of judgment, the seventh
plagued angel reveals what the last witness said around 90
A.D. to the leadership (angel/messenger) of Sardis. At that
time, the seventh plagued angel will be replaying the time
of what already happened earlier in the judgment during
1,000 years when all the scrolls' first side were being
opened and revealed, as recorded by Michael on the
seventh plagued angel according to what the two
witnesses had witnessed happening during the judgment.
From one of these scroll's first side is revealed the things
that existed and happened during the time when seven
churches of Asia Minor existed around 90 A.D. Therefore
at that time, the seventh plagued angel speaking as the last
witness says in its counsel to the leader (angel/messenger)
of the church of Sardis that it knows his works.
The seventh plagued angel's visions and oracles will
reveal the time when the leader (angel/messenger) of the
church of Sardis was living and had a name that he was
generally known by to his members. However, that leader
is told by the seventh plagued angel that he is already

dead. The reason is that the seventh plagued angel's
visions and oracles are replaying the time of around 90
A.D. during the end part of the 1,100 years of the
judgment.
*******
Revelation 3:2 Be watchful, and strengthen the things
which remain, that are ready to die: for I {seventh
plagued angel that is speaking of what the last witness had
said to the leader of the church of Sardis around 90 A.D.}
have not found thy works perfect before God
{God\seventh plagued angel sitting on the great white
throne and ruling over the dissolved kingdom of latter day
Babylon}.
The Apostle John first wrote and sent the counsels of what
the last witness said to the seven churches of Asia minor
around 90 A.D. These counsels are written on a scroll that
recorded the events that happened during the time the
seven churches of Asia minor existed.
In the latter days, the latter day messenger began to reveal
the dawning light (light/visions of the two witnesses) from
beneath the first seal around the rolled-up seven-sealed
scroll of life's first side. The visions and oracles written on
the scroll of life's first side were kept hidden while it
remained rolled-up and sealed with seven seals/bands
around it. From that time of the dawning light, all things

that exist and happening are according to what is written
by the first witness/Michael on the scroll of life's first side.
According to the written visions and oracles on the scroll
of life's first side, the latter day messenger prophesies of
things that will happen before the rock's impact just as
they have already happened.
Near the end of the 1,100 years of the judgment, the
seventh plagued angel in Revelation 3:2 will be reiterating
what the last witness had counseled around the time of 90
A.D. This counsel concerned the leadership of each of the
seven churches that existed in Asia minor. The last witness
(Gabriel) said in Revelation 3:2 that the works of the
leader of Sardis' church were not perfect before God
(God/seventh plagued angel sitting upon the high and
lifted up lava erupting super volcano). Since all things that
existed and happened in each generation are recreated
near the end of the judgment from the seventh plagued
angel's written visions and oracles (according to what the
first witness/Michael wrote on each scroll's first side), it
means that the seventh plagued angel is the God and
father of all things that exist and happen.
The leader of the church of Sardis was counseled to watch
(be on constant search) for present new truth of a living
messenger and his living apostles. Thereby if the leader
accepted new present truth, the leader's dieing church will
have been strengthened, instead of dieing (being lost) with
Yahshua's/Jesus' and his apostles' old truth of salvation

that was only promised to people living in their
generation. The next generation had to accept and believe
the message of salvation that the Apostle John wrote in the
Book of Revelation to be saved. As clearly revealed by
what the seventh plagued angel says with the voice of the
last witness to the seven churches of Asia Minor.
*******
Revelation 3:3 Remember therefore how THOU
{leadership of the church of Sardis} HAST RECEIVED
{how they received their present belief from a person
revealing salvation in Yahshua's/Jesus' name} and heard,
and hold fast, and REPENT {repent and be watchful for
new present truth from a living messenger and his living
apostles}. If therefore thou shalt not watch, I {seventh
plagued angel revealing what the last witness proclaimed
through the Apostle John/living messenger} will COME
on thee as a THIEF {to take away their salvation that is
based on an old message of salvation}, and thou shalt not
know what HOUR {in our day, this hour represents the
hour of temptation during latter day Babylon's second and
third reigning periods before the rock comes and impacts
the USA} I will come upon thee {as an impacted rock's
effects}.
The leader of the church of Sardis (whose attitude reflects
the members of Sardis) was counseled to remember how
he became a Christian. His belief of salvation happened

after hearing from someone of what is written in the
gospels and letters of former apostles and disciples of
Yahshua/Jesus. The leader of the church of Sardis was told
that he must look for a new present truth message given
by the last witness' living messenger. Otherwise he will
reject the living messenger's new message by believing
there are no more prophets with new messages. The living
messenger's new message is likened to a thief in the night
that takes away the salvation that the leader and his church
members believed in.
The hour arrived to the seven churches of Asia minor
when the Apostle John sent a new message written in his
Book of Revelation to the seven Christian churches of
Asia minor. The members of these churches that believed
the message that the Apostle John sent them became
Apostles of the new living messenger (Apostle John).
Thereafter, the new Apostles believed and promoted the
new present truth written in the Book of Revelation and
created new churches. After the death of the living
messenger (Apostle John), one of John's followers would
reveal a new message from the Book of Revelation
(including other parts of scripture) to become the new
living messenger, as witnessed by the two witnesses and
written on another scroll's first. The new messenger would
then gather apostles who believed his message. These
apostles would then gather disciples. At the death of the
messenger, one of his followers would then become the

next living messenger having a new message to reveal
from the Book of Revelation, as witnessed by the two
witnesses and written on another scroll's first side. The
new living messenger proclaimed his message and
gathered apostles and disciples. This scenario plays out
the same way in each generation to the last generation. In
the latter days, the latter day messenger (being a follower
of the former messenger) is revealing the purest and truest
message from the Book of Revelation and other parts of
scripture before the rock impacts the USA and opens the
super volcano.
In our day, the leaders of Christian churches are not
watching for the two witnesses' new present truth revealed
from a living messenger. Therefore, they will not know
the hour of temptation that is happening during the time
when the last witness' latter day living messenger is
revealing the visions and oracles written in the last
scroll/scroll of life before the rock impacts the USA. The
last witness' new present truth message (that the leaders of
Christendom were not watching for) will steal away their
salvation. Their hope in salvation (which they had
received, heard, and held fast) is based on what a person
or persons had told them (before they became Christians
keeping the faith) concerning old promises spoken by a
former messiah/messenger that (the old promises) were
only meant for people living in the living messenger's
generation.

*******
Revelation 3:4 Thou {leadership of the church of Sardis}
hast a few names {of people} even in Sardis which have
not defiled their GARMENTS {spiritual garments of
light/new present truth}; and they SHALL {near the end
of the 1,100 years of the judgment} WALK {among seven
golden candlesticks} with ME {seventh plagued angel
speaking as the last witness} in WHITE {wearing the
same intensely bright garments of light/visions that is on
the seventh plagued angel}: for THEY {the overcomers in
the church of Sardis of their former beliefs} are
WORTHY {having received, believed, and held fast to the
new light/visions and oracles written in the Book of
Revelation of a new living messenger/Apostle John at that
time}.
There were a few names of people living in the city of
Sardis around 90 A.D. that had not defiled (darkened)
their garments of light (present new truth) by mixing the
new bright truth with old faded beliefs. They had received
the new light (present truth) that clothed them from the
Apostle John's new message in the Book of Revelation.
During the time of the Apostle John's new ministry, the
two witnesses were witnessing what existed and
happening around 90 A.D., which were written by the first
witness (Michael) on a scroll's first side. In that time, a
new message was being revealed to Christendom's
churches through the last witness' (Gabriel's) living

messenger (Apostle John) and his apostles.
The time in Revelation 2:1 happens when the seventh
plagued angel is walking among seven golden
candlesticks near the end of the 1,100 years of the
judgment. The seventh plagued angel is revealing what is
written on a scroll's first side concerning the seven
churches of Asia Minor. At that time, the names of people
living in the city of Sardis that had overcame and not
defiled their garments will be walking with the seventh
plagued angel among the seven golden candlesticks. These
overcomers will be wearing the same intensely bright
white garments as the seventh plagued angel, who is
holding and revealing the seven stars in its right hand near
the end of the judgment.
*******
Revelation 3:5 He that OVERCOMETH {having
overcome his/her old beliefs by accepting the two
witnesses' present new truth and resurrects in the latter
days}, the same shall be clothed in WHITE RAIMENT
{which is the same garment of light that clothes the
seventh plagued angel in Revelation 15:6}; and I
{seventh plagued angel speaking with the voice of the last
witness'/Gabriel' living messenger} will not blot out his
name out of the BOOK {scroll} OF LIFE {the last
book/scroll of life will contain the two witnesses' written
visions and oracles of all things that existed and happened

from the time the latter day living messenger's message
began to dawn from beneath the first seal to the end of the
1,100 years of the judgment}, but I {seventh plagued
angel speaking with the voice of the last witness' latter day
living messenger near the end of the judgment} will
confess HIS {believer’s} name before MY {last witness'
latter day messenger/latter day Solomon) Father {first
witness' latter day messenger/latter day David}, and
before HIS {first witness'} ANGELS {first witness'
resurrected messengers/angels).
Any person that overcomes their old beliefs and accepts
new present truth from the last witness' new message
proclaimed by a living messenger, these righteous people
will be clothed with the seventh plagued angel's white
garment near the end of the judgment. The first witness
(Michael) will have written the overcomers of each
generation on the first side of each scroll's first side. It was
written that these overcomers received and stayed faithful
to the two witnesses' new present truth revealed by a
different living messenger in every generation. Each living
messenger and his apostles and disciples (that overcame
their old beliefs by accepting present new truth) are
written as overcomers on a scroll's first side. All the
overcomers and the rebellious people of all past
generations had died and were blotted out from a scroll's
first side that had recorded the events of one generation.
However, the overcomers who died in all generations will

resurrect at the time the impacted rock opens the
bottomless pit in the USA to be written as playing a living
part on the scroll of life's first side.
During the initial 1,000 years of the judgment, the first
witness will continue writing on the seventh plagued angel
all the events that will be happening in the judgment. In
that time, the first side of all the scrolls that recorded the
events that happened in all past generations are opened to
reveal their visions and oracles. These visions and oracles
reveal what the two witnesses had seen and heard in every
generation. At the end of the 1,000 years of judgment,
other visions and oracles are revealed from the first side of
the last scroll/scroll of life during the remaining 100 years
of the judgment. The scroll of life will reveal all things
that existed and happened from the time the latter day
living messenger began to reveal his new present truth
message (from beneath the first seal of the rolled-up
seven-sealed scroll of life) through to the end of the 1,100
years of the judgment. Accordingly, the scroll of life's last
small part will contain all the visions and oracles revealed
from the other scrolls during the initial 1,000 years of the
judgment.
Visions and oracles were written by the first witness on
the scroll of life's last small part (being represented by the
seventh plagued angel). These visions and oracles written
on the last small part are revealed near the end of the
1,100 years of the judgment. At that time, the seventh

plagued angel will be revealing the time earlier in the
judgment when the scroll of life was opened to reveal
events that happened from the time new light dawned
from beneath the scroll of life's first seal until the lake of
fire consumed the world, the time when the other scrolls
were being opened earlier during the initial 1,000 years of
the 1,100 years of the judgment, and the time when the
last scroll/scroll of life was being opened from the
beginning of the 100 years to the end of the last 100 years
of the judgment.
Visions and oracles written on the first side of all scrolls
also recorded the overcomers and rebellious people of all
past generations that had all lived and all died. Hence they
were blotted out (died) from playing a part in life, as
recorded on each scroll. The seventh plagued angel will
reveal from the last scroll's/scroll of life's visions and
oracles how the overcomers of all generations resurrected
to play a part in life and entered new Jerusalem's ensign to
remain alive forevermore. Since the seventh plagued angel
reveals from the last small part of the scroll of life's first
side all the scrolls that showed the rebellious of all
generations dieing, it means the rebellious of all
generations will also be blotted out from the scroll of life.
God the father (first witness/Michael) wrote in each scroll
concerning his messenger (being a David/father type)
prophesying and preparing the path for the last witness'
(Gabriel's) messenger (being a Solomon/son type) in each

generation. Michael had also recorded what the last
witness (Gabriel/son) had witnessed. The last witness'
living messenger in each generation always fulfills what
the first witness' dead messenger failed to fulfill. Near the
end of the judgment, the seventh plagued angel will reveal
how the last witness' messenger confessed (revealed) who
the overcomers were in each generation. At that time, all
overcomers of all generations will be dressed in the same
white garments (representing visions) of the seventh
plagued angel.
*******
Revelation 3:6 He that hath an ear, let him hear what
the SPIRIT {spirit/mind of the seventh plagued angel}
saith unto the churches.
Any person who has an ear to hear and believe the last
witness' counsel to the seven churches, overcomes their
old beliefs by accepting present new truth from a living
messenger, these righteous people will not be blotted out
of the scroll of life.
*******
Revelation 3:7 And to the ANGEL {leadership} of the
church in Philadelphia write; These things saith HE
{the seventh plagued angel that is speaking with the voice
of the last witness to the leadership of the church in
Philadelphia} that is HOLY {pure as a lake of lava and

sacred as the temple upon it}, he that is true, HE that
hath the KEY {that opens the door in heaven where the
seventh plagued angel is about to reveal the scroll of life's
visions and oracles} of David {equated with the first
witness' written visions and oracles}, he that OPENETH
{openeth the seven seals around the roll-up scroll of life},
and no man SHUTTETH {re-mystifies}; and
SHUTTETH {conceals the visions and oracles}, and no
man OPENETH {no person is able to open the scroll of
life's understanding with their erroneous interpretations};
The seventh plagued angel is revealing what the last
witness had said to the leadership of the church of
Philadelphia (the meaning of the word Philadelphia is
reflected in the counsel to Philadelphia). In Revelation
3:7, the last witness (Gabriel/son/Solomon) says that he
has the key (key to the door in heaven of Rev.4:1) of
David (first witness/David/Father of the son/Solomon).
The first witness wrote of one of his messenger's (David).
David failed to fulfill the first witness' predictions to
construct the temple in old Jerusalem. However, the first
witness then wrote how the last witness' messenger
(Solomon/son) was able to fulfill his father's (David's)
failed prediction of building the temple of God in old
Jerusalem. In our day, the first witness' latter day dead
messenger failed in constructing the spiritual temple in
spiritual new Jerusalem. Instead, the last witness' living
messenger is given the key to open the door (see Rev.4:1)

that the Apostle John saw in heaven. Within this door is
seen the time near the end of the judgment when the
seventh plagued angel is about to show how earlier in the
judgment the first side of the rolled-up seven-sealed scroll
of life was unsealed and revealed by the last witness' latter
day messenger.
The latter day messenger has the spiritual key that opens
the door to understand the prophecies written on the scroll
of life. With this key of understanding the scroll of life,
the latter day living messenger constructs the spiritual
temple when he gathers his apostles (representing
foundations of the spiritual temple) and disciples
(representing walls and pillars of the spiritual temple) and
prophesies of the day when the resurrection happens to
finish constructing the spiritual temple with the
resurrected apostles and disciples of all generations. This
key in the hand of the last witness' latter day living
messenger reveals that he can open the rolled-up sevensealed scroll of life written in the Book of Revelation.
Thereby he can reveal from the scroll of life how he
prophesies during three reigning periods of latter day
Babylon's rule to gather his apostles and disciples. He also
reveals from the scroll of life the day of the rock's impact
in the USA. The opening of the super volcano when it
erupts smoke and ash for five months, the resurrection of
all apostles and disciples of all generations, gathering of a
great multitude from all nations when the super volcano is
erupting ash and smoke, gathering all the redeemed into

the intensely bright ensign within new Jerusalem after the
super volcano has swelled up into the sky (heaven) and
caused a great earthquake as it explodes and erupts
magma and rains great hailstones, a new heaven and earth
for the redeemed to dwell in, the time of the judgment
when each scroll's first side is opened to replay each
generation, and near the end of the judgment when the
seventh plagued angel reveals the time when each scroll
was opened and replayed each generation.
Revelation 4:1 After this I looked, and, behold, a DOOR
was OPENED {with the key of latter day David in the
latter day messenger's/Solomon's hand} in heaven: and
the first voice which I heard was as it were of a trumpet
talking with me; which said, Come up hither, and I will
shew thee things which must be hereafter.
Revelation 5:1 And I saw in the RIGHT HAND {hence
written by the right hand/first witness that also wrote of
the second witness/left hand} of HIM {representing the
seventh plagued angel} that sat on the THRONE {reigning
over the lava covered dissolved kingdom of latter day
Babylon} a BOOK {rolled-up scroll of life} written within
{written within/first side by the first witness} and on the
backside {written on the backside by the last witness},
SEALED with SEVEN SEALS {which only the last
witness' latter day living messenger can unseal and open
to reveal the hidden visions and oracles written on the

rolled-up seven-sealed scroll of life}.
As old King David failed to construct the temple in old
Jerusalem with the key of his kingdom, so latter day
David (former dead messenger) also failed to unseal and
open the scroll of life’s mysteries to finish constructing
the latter day spiritual temple of overcomers. The first
latter day group (apostles representing foundations) and
second latter day group (disciples representing pillars and
walls) of redeemed will have been gathered by the latter
day messenger's (latter day Solomon's) message before the
rock's impact opens the super volcano in the USA. When
the opened super volcano erupts smoke and ash, then the
resurrection of all messengers and their dead apostles and
disciples will happen to finish constructing the spiritual
temple.
Instead of old Kind David constructing on Mount Zion old
Jerusalem’s temple, his son Solomon received the key of
the kingdom of Israel and was able to construct the temple
in old Jerusalem. This reveals how the last witness' latter
day messenger (latter day Solomon) received the
key/knowledge that the first witness' latter day former
dead messenger (latter day David) wanted to reveal and
fulfill by unsealing and revealing the scroll of life’s
written predictions to the latter day nations of
Christendom. When latter day Solomon (latter day living
messenger) opened the door in heaven with his figurative
key and revealed the mysteriously written visions and

oracles written on the scroll of life's first side, thereafter
no person is able to rebuttal his interpretation whereby the
visions and oracles written on the scroll of life again
become a mystery. However, if latter day Solomon does
not reveal (keep closed) the mysteriously written visions
and oracles written on the scroll of life's first side, no
person is able to truthfully reveal the meaning of the
visions and oracles written on the scroll of life.
*******
Revelation 3:8 I {seventh plagued angel revealing what
the last witness had said to the leadership of the church of
Philadelphia} know thy works: behold, I have set before
thee an OPEN DOOR {opened with the key of David by
latter day Solomon to view within the door the time near
the end of the judgment when the seventh plagued angel is
revealing what happened earlier in the judgment when the
seven seals around the rolled-up scroll of life were about
to be unsealed during the judgment}, and no man can
shut it: for THOU {leadership of Philadelphia} hast a
little strength, and hast kept MY {last witness'} word {as
revealed by the Apostle John from the Book of
Revelation, which the Apostle John wrote}, and hast not
denied MY {last witness'} NAME {the Apostle John's
name was the name of the last witness' messenger written
on a scroll, on which the first witness had recorded the
things that existed and happened when the seven churches

of Asia minor existed}.
The Apostle John had sent his writings (the Book of
Revelation) of what the first witness had written of what
the last witness was saying to the seven churches of Asia
minor. An open door was revealed from the Apostle John's
writings in the Book of Revelation. This door was opened
with the the key of the first latter day messenger (latter
day David) in the hand of the second latter day messenger
(latter day Solomon). Within this door in heaven, the
Apostle John was shown things that the two witnesses had
already seen and heard take place. Within this door can be
seen the things that happen near the end of the 1,100 years
of judgment. At that time, the seventh plagued angel will
be revealing the time when earlier in the judgment the
scroll of life was about to be unsealed and revealed, see
Revelation 4:1).
Revelation 4:1 After this I looked, and, behold, A DOOR
WAS OPENED {opened by the last witness' latter day
messenger/latter day Solomon with the key of the first
witness' latter day dead messenger/latter day David to
unseal and reveal the scroll of life's visions and oracles}
in HEAVEN {heaven represents the high and lifted-up lava
erupting super volcano, on which will be sitting the
seventh plagued angel's visions and oracles ruling over the
lava covered dissolved kingdom of latter day Babylon}:
and the FIRST VOICE {voice of the seventh plagued
angel speaking as the last witness/Gabriel} which I heard

was as it were of a trumpet talking with me; which said,
Come up hither, and I {seventh plagued angel} will
SHEW {what happens near the end of the judgment}
THEE {Apostle John who is equated with latter day
John/latter day Solomon} THINGS which MUST BE
HEREAFTER {concerning the review that shows how the
last scroll/scroll of life was unsealed earlier in the
judgment; the seventh plagued angel had already reviewed
what happened earlier in the judgment when all the other
scrolls were opened}.
The leader of the church in Philadelphia faithfully kept the
last witness' counsels that were revealed by the Apostle
John from his writings in the Book of Revelation.
Accordingly, the Apostle John's name was then the name
of the last witness' living messenger written on a scroll's
first side by the first witness during the time when the
seven churches of Asia minor existed. When the leader
(messenger/angel) of the church of Philadelphia and his
church members kept the present new truth of the last
witness' living messenger (Apostle John), the leader and
his church members will have not denied the name of the
last witness' living messenger.
*******
Revelation 3:9 Behold, I {seventh plagued angel speaking
as the last witness} will make them of the synagogue
{temple/church} of Satan {the Satan/adversary against

present new truth of a living messenger's message},
which say they are JEWS {in our day the spiritual Jews
are the Christians in the USA}, and are not, but do lie;
behold, I will make them TO COME {when standing
unsaved outside new Jerusalem during the judgment} and
WORSHIP {bow down while outside new Jerusalem},
before THY FEET {standing within new Jerusalem} and
to know that I {seventh plagued angel revealing what the
last witness said to the leadership of Philadelphia} have
loved thee.
The faithful church members of Philadelphia are equated
with latter day people who believe the latter day living
messenger's message. In the past type, the Judeans (being
Jews who continued to promote old Moses’ laws and
rituals) and the spiritual Judeans (being Christians who
rejected the Apostle John's new message revealed from his
writings/Book of Revelation) were labeled as the
synagogue of Satan (Satan/adversary of a new message
revealed by a living messenger).
In the latter days, the adversaries (Satans) of latter day
John's message (concerning the salvation of people before
the imminent rock's impact opens the super volcano in the
USA) are the spiritual Jews (being the leadership and non
believers living in the USA). Any person that rejects this
message is of the churches (synagogues) and cities of the
adversary (Satan). Every faithful person who accepts latter
day Solomon's new present truth message revealed from

seven angels with trumpets written on the scroll of life's
seventh part are loved by the two witnesses. The visions
and oracles of these seven angels with trumpets warn of
the imminent arrival of the rock's woes. The believers of
these warnings will be kept on a straight path to a new
Earth during this hour of temptation.
In the time of judgment, the rebellious creatures
(representing all the rebellious people who lived in every
generation of the world) will be standing outside new
Jerusalem (see Revelation 5:13). At the same time, the
three groups of redeemed (1st group represented by fourwinged and six-winged beasts, 2nd group represented by
24 elders, and 3rd group of redeemed represented by
many righteous angels) will be within new Jerusalem.
When the last scroll/scroll of life is revealing its record
during the judgment, the rebellious people (who will not
have yet realized they were the rebellious people on Earth)
outside new Jerusalem will bow down on bended knees
(see Isaiah 45:23) and worship before the three latter day
groups of redeemed, that are closer to the reigning throne
within new Jerusalem. The rebellious will realize that the
two witnesses' predictions loved the people that believed
their present truth visions and oracles revealed in each
generation by a living messenger. Accordingly, the two
witnesses' predictions written on seven angels with
trumpets of each scroll's seventh part kept the redeemed

from falling into confusion during the hour of temptation.
Revelation 5:13 And EVERY CREATURE {representing
the rebellious dead people of every generation of the
world} which is in HEAVEN {heaven represents the high
and lifted-up lava erupting super volcano, on which the
seventh plagued angel's visions and oracles are sitting and
reigning over the lava covered destroyed kingdom of latter
day Babylon}, and {these creatures representing
rebellious dead people} on the earth {land}, and {had
died} under the earth {land}, and such as are {dead} in
the sea, and all that are in them, heard I saying, Blessing,
and honour, and glory, and power, be unto HIM {seventh
plagued angel's visions and oracles sitting and reigning
over the destroyed lava covered kingdom of latter day
Babylon} that sitteth upon the THRONE {this huge throne
of intense bright light is reigning over all destroyed
nations that ended in an overflowing lake of lava}, and
unto the LAMB {this lamb represents the visions and
oracles revealed by the last witness' living messenger} for
ever and ever.
Isaiah 45:23 I have sworn by myself, the word is gone out
of MY {being the combined two witnesses' voice} mouth
in righteousness, and shall not return, That unto ME
{seventh plagued angel's visions and oracles sitting on the
great white throne during the judgment} EVERY KNEE
{of righteous and rebellious people} SHALL BOW, every
TONGUE SHALL SWEAR {confess that the destruction of

the rebellious and world is a righteous act}.
*******
Revelation 3:10 Because THOU {leadership of the
church of Philadelphia} hast kept the word of MY
{seventh plagued angel revealing near the end of the
judgment what the last witness had said to the leadership
of the church of Philadelphia in 90 A.D.} patience, I {last
witness' message revealed by a living messenger} also
will keep thee from the HOUR {the first half hour
parallels the time when six angels with trumpets are being
revealed. The second half hour of this one hour parallels
the time when six lights of the seventh angel with trumpet
are being revealed} of TEMPTATION {when people who
believe the living messenger's message are tempted by a
different vision concerning the world's future}, which
shall come upon all the world, to try them that dwell
upon the earth (earth/land of the ruling nation).
In every generation when the last witness' (Gabriel's)
living messenger was revealing a message, that time was
the hour of temptation. The latter day living messenger's
new Daily light was recorded by the first witness
(Michael) on the scroll of life's six of seven seals. Then
new Daily light dawned to life to be written on six of
seven angels with trumpets. Thereafter, new Daily light
dawned and is written on six of seven lights of the seventh
angel with trumpet. During these seven angels with

trumpets is the hour of temptation. The hour of temptation
tests a person's faith in the living messenger's message.
When the prophecy of latter day Babylon's fall is declared
by the living messenger and failed to happen as predicted
during the end of the sixth seal, the messenger then
prophesied again of latter day Babylon's fall during the six
angels with trumpets. When that prophecy failed to
happen, the living messenger then prophesies again for
1260 days of latter day Babylon's fall during the six lights
of the seventh angel with trumpet. During the time of
prophesying of each renewed message, failure of the
message, and revival to life of a new message by the
living messenger, the believers of present new truth are
tempted to instead accept the vision for the world's future
that is being promoted by others and by the ruling
establishment.
Hosea 12:6 Therefore turn thou to thy GOD {two
witnesses' predictions written on the seventh plagued
angel}: keep mercy and judgment and WAIT {during the
hour of temptation} on thy God {visions and oracles
written on the seventh plagued angel} CONTINUALLY.
12:7 He {God/two witnesses' visions and oracles written
on the seventh plagued angel} is a MERCHANT {a trader
of visions and oracles}, the BALANCES {representing the
two witnesses' written predictions} of DECEIT {the
fulfillment of predictions are delayed until the latter days
when the seventh light of the seventh angel with trumpet

is fulfilled as written on the last scroll/scroll of life} are in
HIS {seventh plagued angel's} hand: HE {seventh
plagued angel's visions and oracles} LOVETH TO
OPPRESS {oppresses with failed and renewed predictions
made by living messengers in every generation}.
In the latter days, the hour of temptation had commenced
when latter day Solomon began to reveal the initial six of
seven angels with trumpets from the scroll of life's first
side. At that time, the latter day spiritual seven-headed
ten-horned Babylonian beast (representing the latter day
kingdom/union of nations of Christendom uniting in
agreement to enforce the USA's vision on non-complying
nations) had already begun its second reigning period
(being the first half hour of temptation), but in the land of
figurative Canaan. Its third/final reigning period of 1290
days during the 2300-day period is the second half hour of
the one hour of temptation. It is the hour of temptation
because while the union of nations is promoting and
enforcing the vision that the USA has for the world's
future, the believer's are tempted to forsake the latter day
messenger's message that dies unfulfilled and then a new
message revives to life. His revived new message again
proclaims the imminent fall of latter day Babylon's
kingdom, when a rock impacts the USA and opens a super
volcano in the land.
Revelation 17:12 And the TEN HORNS {representing in
our day the union of nations of Christendom uniting to

enforce the USA's vision for the world} which thou
sawest are TEN KINGS {the ten horns/ten kings are based
on the old ten tribes of Israel situated in the two tribes of
Judah and Joseph, but in our day the ten kings represent
the many kingdoms/nations of Christendom}, which have
received NO KINGDOM AS YET; but receive power as
kings ONE HOUR {being the hour of temptation during
latter day Babylon’s second reigning period for 1290
days/half hour and latter day Babylon's third reigning
period for 1290 days/half hour}, with the BEAST
{beast/union of nations/kingdom of confusion}.
*******
Revelation 3:11 Behold, I {seventh plagued angel
revealing what the last witness said to the leadership of
the church of Philadelphia} COME QUICKLY :{when the
seventh plagued angel again reveals but quickly near the
end of the judgment the time when the Apostle John sent
his Book of Revelation to the seven churches of Asia
minor} hold that fast which THOU {leadership of
Philadelphia} HAST{as received from the then living
messenger/Apostle John}, that no man take thy CROWN
{the figurative crown of life is worn at the latter day
resurrection when the scroll of life's predictions are
reigning over latter day Babylon's fallen kingdom}.
The leadership and church members of Philadelphia were
holding fast to their present new truth revealed by the

Apostle John (living messenger) from his writings in the
Book of Revelation. If the leadership and members of the
church of Philadelphia overcame the hour of temptation
and did not allow any person to take away their present
new truth, they will figuratively wear their reigning
crowns over confusion at the latter day resurrection. At
that time of the latter day resurrection, the faithful
believers that held fast to the two witnesses' new message
revealed by a living messenger in every generation will
resurrect to reign {hence will be wearing their reigning
crowns of life) with the seventh plagued angel's fulfilled
visions and oracles over the fallen kingdom of latter day
Babylon. Latter day Babylon falls on the day the rock's
impact opens the super volcano in the USA.
During the initial 1,000 years of the 1,100 years of the
judgment, the first witness will be recording on the first
side of the last small part (represented by the seventh
plagued angel) of the scroll of life the time when all the
scrolls are being opened and revealed during the 1,000year judgment period. Each of these scrolls had recorded
the things that existed and happened in each generation of
the world.
At the end of 1,000 years of the judgment, the rolled-up
seven-sealed scroll of life's first side will begin being
unsealed to reveal its written record of what the two
witnesses saw take place in the world from the time the
living messenger's light (message) began to dawn from

beneath the first seal through to the end of the judgment.
When the scroll of life is being revealed for a 100 years, it
will show what took place from the time the latter day
witness' new Daily truth dawned from beneath the first
seal through to the end of latter day Babylon's third
reigning period, followed by the time of the plagues that
were loosed from the opened super volcano by the rock
impacting the USA, and the time when lava began to erupt
from the high and lifted-up super volcano to consume the
world. Then the scroll of life's last small part (referred to
as the seventh plagued angel) will quickly (in a short time)
show near the end of the 1,100 years of the judgment the
time earlier when the scrolls of all past generations were
consecutively opened during the initial 1,000-year period
of the judgment, followed by the opening of the scroll of
life. Accordingly, the seventh plagued angel will then be
replaying quickly the time when the last witness (Gabriel)
came and spoke to the leaders (angels/messengers) of
seven churches in Asia Minor from the Book of
Revelation, which the then living messenger (Apostle
John) of that generation wrote while on the isle of Patmos.
Thereby fulfilling the verse in Revelation 3:11 where it
says behold I (seventh plagued angel revealing what the
last witness said to the seven churches) come quickly.
*******
Revelation 3:12 Him that overcometh {and believes the
last witness' new message revealed by a living messenger}

will I {seventh plagued angel revealing what the last
witness/Gabriel said to the leadership and church of
Philadelphia} make a PILLAR {representing an
overcomer} in the TEMPLE {representing the seven
plagued angels when revealed by the seventh plagued
angel from the first side of the scroll of life's seventh part.
The temple is also equated with the opened mouth of the
super volcano. around the high and lifted-up super
volcano's mouth will be a sea of glass/hailstones where the
first and second groups of redeemed stand during the
judgment} of MY {last witness'/Gabriel's visions and
oracles} God {seventh plagued angel}, and HE {person
that overcame the hour of temptation in each generation}
shall go NO MORE OUT {from the time the seventh
plagued angel reveals the resurrection the overcomers
become the permanent pillars and walls of the spiritual
temple}: and I {seventh plagued angel speaking as the
last witness} will write upon HIM {overcomer} the
NAME {seventh plagued angel visions and oracles written
by Michael) of MY {Gabriel's visions and oracles written
by Michael on the seventh plagued angel} GOD {sitting
on the great white throne of intense light}, and the name
of the CITY {that surrounds the erupting super volcano
and its mountain} of MY {Gabriel's/last witness' visions
and oracles} GOD {Michael's/first witness' visions and
oracles written on the seventh plagued angel), which is
NEW JERUSALEM {representing at that time the three
groups of redeemed}, which COMETH DOWN {to the

new Earth} out of HEAVEN {heaven refers to the high
and lifted-up lava erupting super volcano} FROM
{according to the visions and oracles} my GOD {seventh
plagued angel revealing Michael's written visions and
oracles}: and I will write UPON HIM {upon the
overcomer's mind} MY {last witness'/Gabriel's} NEW
NAME {the new name of the last witness' latter day living
messenger}.
In every generation, the last witness (Gabriel) sent a living
messenger to proclaim a new message to the people that
claimed salvation in the message of a deceased messenger.
The people that overcame their old beliefs had accepted
the message of a living messenger or as proclaimed by his
apostles. When the seventh plagued angel reveals the time
when the overcomers resurrected at the eruption of smoke
and ash from the super volcano, they will be as spiritual
pillars in the spiritual temple. On their minds will be
written the new name of the last witness' latter day living
messenger. Also they will know the name of God being
Michael's visions and oracles written on the seventh
plagued angel. Near the end of the judgment, everything
that existed and happened in each generation is created
according to the visions and oracles that were written by
the first witness (Michael) on the seventh plagued angel,
including what the last witness (Gabriel) was witnessing
in each generation.
As pillars and walls are built on a foundation, so the

144,000 (second group/pillars and walls) will have been
gathered from all generations after the first group
(foundation) of all generations was gathered. A person is
written as an overcomer on the seventh plagued angel
when the seventh plagued angel reveals the time when all
seven plagued angels have been fulfilled
The spiritual sanctuary/temple is equated with the mouth
that is upon the high and lifted up super volcano's
mountain (new mount Zion). The top rim around the
mouth is likened to the inner court of the temple. Around
the mountain of the lava erupting super volcano represents
new Jerusalem. All the redeemed will have entered the
light emanating from around the mouth of the super
volcano to be within new Jerusalem before the world is
consumed by flowing lava. New Jerusalem represents the
Eden of the new world. Therefore when the redeemed are
dwelling in the new heaven and new Earth, it is as if new
Jerusalem (representing the three groups of redeemed)
came down from the high and lifted-up super volcano's
mountain to be in the new heaven and new Earth.
From the time when the seventh plagued angel replays for
the final time the latter day resurrection of overcomers,
these saints (priests and elders) of the finished spiritual
temple will not be removed again from continuing to be
pillars and walls of the final replay of the finished temple.
The reason is that the resurrection will not be replayed.
The first group of overcomers (4 priests/beasts) represents

the spiritual foundations of the spiritual temple built on
spiritual new mount Zion within spiritual new Jerusalem.
The second group (24 elders) of overcomers represents the
walls and pillars around the same spiritual temple that will
be finished being built when the seventh light of the
seventh angel with trumpet begins being revealed. At that
time, in the minds of all resurrected overcomers and latter
day living overcomers will be the name of God (first
witness'/Michael' visions written on the seventh plagued
angel), the name of new Jerusalem (representing the area
below and around the lava erupting mouth of the super
volcano's mountain), and the last witness' latter day
messenger's new name.
*******
Revelation 3:13 He that hath an ear, let him hear what
the Spirit {spirit/mind of the first witness/Michael written
on the seventh plagued angel revealing seven flames and
seven golden candlesticks while speaking with the voice
of the last witness/Gabriel} saith unto the churches.
A person needs to have an ear to hear what the seventh
plagued angel said with the voice of the last witness to the
leadership and church of Philadelphia. All who hear the
voice will overcome their old beliefs by believing present
new truth from a living messenger. Thereby becoming a
pillar in the spiritual temple constructed by the last

witness' messenger.
Every time the seven-sealed rolled-up scroll of life is
unsealed to reveal its visions and oracles, it means the
overcomers are again shown as being out of the temple
until the vision and oracle that reveals the spiritual temple
being constructed at the latter day resurrection is revealed.
When the seventh plagued angel replays the resurrection
from the scroll of life's visions and oracles for the final
time, all overcomers are again the pillars and walls of the
finished spiritual temple for the final time and will go no
more out. From the time of that final replay of the latter
day resurrection, the overcomers of all generations will
forever be priests and elders of the seventh plagued angel's
temple.
*******
Revelation 3:14 And unto the ANGEL {leadership} of
the church of the Laodiceans write; These things SAITH
{saith the seventh plagued angel speaking with the voice
of the last witness/Gabriel to the leadership of the church
of Laodicea} the Amen, the FAITHFUL and TRUE
WITNESS {Gabriel}, the BEGINNING {from the time
of Genesis} of the CREATION of God {the creation is
replayed by the seventh plagued angel/God from all the
scrolls' first side when the seventh plagued angel is
revealing near the end of the judgment what already
happened earlier in the judgment when all the scrolls' first

side were opened and revealed};
The vision in Revelation 3:14 will be revealed by the
seventh plagued angel near the end of the 1,100 years of
the judgment. This vision shows the seventh plagued
angel speaking with the voice of the last witness (Gabriel)
revealing what the two witnesses witnessed in 90 A.D.
concerning the leadership (angel/messenger) of the
Laodiceans (the meaning of Laodicea is reflected in the
counsel to Laodicea).
The seventh plagued angel reveals that the last witness is
the Amen, being the faithful and true last witness. The last
witness also knows that the first witness (Michael) wrote
on the first scroll's first side the things (visions and
oracles) that existed and happened in the first generation
of Genesis. Accordingly when the seventh plagued angel
(God/creator) reveals near the end of the judgment how
the visions and oracles on the first side of the first scroll
were revealed earlier in the judgment, these visions and
oracles perfectly replay without error the first generation
of Genesis, just as Michael had witnessed and recorded all
things that existed and happened, including what the last
witness (Gabriel) was witnessing. The visions and oracles
written on each scroll's first side are of the memory of
Michael concerning everything that existed and happened
in every generation and the time of the judgment. On each
scroll's first side, Michael (first witness) also recorded

what his messenger was prophesying and also what the
last witness' (Gabriel's) messenger was prophesying in
each generation.
The two witnesses' (Michael's and Gabriel's) visions and
oracles written on the last scroll's/scroll of life's first side
by the first witness know the events that will happen in
this last generation, because they (two witnesses) have
already seen/witnessed and heard the events taking place.
Thereby, the two witnesses can speak to the latter day
messenger from their written words in the Bible
concerning the rock's impact opening the bottomless pit
(super volcano) in the USA, so that the resurrection can
happen and three groups of redeemed can be saved before
the world's destruction. Hence, there is nothing new taking
place under the sun that has not already taken place in a
previous time-line (see Ecclesiastes 1:9, 10; 3:15).
The replay of a generation is necessary so that the two
witnesses (Michael and Gabriel) can finish revealing the
consequences of how people and animals act in a world
where good and evil ways coexist. This world's ways will
convey to the faithful angels and unfaithful angels (being
perfect humans in the real world who live forever without
evil thoughts and acts) with which group (righteous or
rebellious) of people in this world they are equated.
In the mind of Michael is where our world exists. In the
latter days, his mind only accepts logical things to happen
in this world. Accordingly, Michael's mind can not

communicate with the latter day messenger using
apparitions or audible voice as in the past. Therefore it
was necessary for Michael to replay all things that existed
and happened in this world to create scriptures having a
“thus saith the Lord” (written by Old Testament prophets
and the Apostle John) that would survive in the last
generation in a book called the Bible. In the Bible are the
written predictions of Michael and Gabriel (two
witnesses). These predictions are completely understood
by the latter day messenger. Accordingly, the Bible's
scriptures that have a “Thus saith the lord” reveal to the
latter day messenger the scroll of life's visions and oracles
concerning the gathering of two groups of people before a
meteor's impact in the USA begins the sign of Jonah. After
3½ days of the sign of Jonah, the super volcano will erupt
smoke and ash. At that same time, the latter day
resurrection of the faithful overcomers from all
generations will happen. From the time the super volcano
is erupting with smoke and ash, a final group of latter day
people will overcome by believing the everlasting gospel
during the time when the USA is being plagued by the
effects issuing from an opened super volcano erupting
smoke and ash. After five months of smoke and ash, the
three groups of redeemed will enter the intense bright light
of the fiery ensign emanating around new Jerusalem
before the world is consumed by an overflowing lake of
lava. When the world is consumed, then the judgment will
begin. A new Earth will be created for the three groups of

redeemed to live forever without evil, as it was in the
garden of Eden before Adam and Eve ate the fruit of good
and evil.
Ecclesiastes 1:9 The thing that HATH BEEN {in a
previous replay}, it is that WHICH SHALL BE {in the
next replay when the same events happen again}; and that
which IS DONE is that which SHALL BE DONE: and
there is NO NEW THING UNDER THE SUN {because
everything already took place in the previous replay,
except in subsequent replays there will be the salvation of
faithful believers of a living messenger's message}.
1:10 Is there any thing whereof it may be said, See, this is
new? IT HATH BEEN ALREADY of old time, which was
before us.
Ecclesiastes 3:15 That which HATH BEEN {in a previous
replay} IS NOW {happening again in the same replayed
generation}; and that which IS TO BE hath ALREADY
BEEN; and God requireth that which is past.
*******
Revelation 3:15 I {seventh plagued angel speaking of
what the last witness said to the leadership of Laodicea
around 90 A.D.} know thy works, that thou art neither
COLD {cold illustrates a person who has no interest in the
Apostle's John's message written in his Book of
Revelation} nor HOT {hot illustrates a person who

believes in the living messenger's new message}: I {last
witness} would thou wert cold or hot.
The seventh plagued angel reveals that the last witness
knows the works of the leadership of the church of
Laodicea. The members of the Laodicean church are likeminded in belief with the leadership of the church of
Laodicea. When the Apostle John sent his new message of
the last witness' new message written in the Book of
Revelation to the leadership of the church of Laodicea, the
leadership did not reject (be cold to) the Apostle John's
message, but showed little interest in the new present truth
message. Also, the leadership had no enthusiasm (were
not hot} to share with their church members the new
present truth written by the Apostle John in the Book of
Revelation. The leadership was neither hot (zealous) or
cold (not interested) in regards to wanting to understand
the prophetic mysteries written in the Book of Revelation
by the then living messenger (Apostle John). Instead, they
are lukewarm, being content with their current way of
thinking in regards to salvation according to the dated
message of a past messenger/messiah or apostle.
*******
Revelation 3:16 So then because THOU {leadership of
the church of Laodicea} art lukewarm, and neither cold
nor hot, I {seventh plagued angel speaking as the last
witness} will spue thee out {blot out near the end of the

1,100 years of the judgment} of MY MOUTH {from the
mouth of the last witness/Gabriel that speaks of visions
and oracles as witnessed and written by the first
witness/Michael on the first side of the scroll of life's last
small part/seventh plagued angel}.
The seventh plagued angel reveals with the voice of the
last witness what is written on the first side of a scroll. On
this scroll the first witness recorded the things that existed
and happened during the time of the seven churches of
Asia minor, including what the last witness' messenger
(Apostle John) was revealing to the seven churches of
Asia Minor. Near the end of the judgment, the seventh
plagued angel reveals the lukewarm attitude of the leader
and members of the Laodicean church in regards to new
present truth in the Book of Revelation sent to them from
the Apostle John. This leader was lukewarm in his attitude
to accept and reveal to his church members the new
present truth message revealed by the then living
messenger (Apostle John) from the Book of Revelation.
This lukewarm attitude to new present truth caused the
leader and his like-minded church members to not
overcome their old beliefs in a former messenger's
message, which they had accepted, remained faithful, and
were still promoting even though the last witness' living
messenger (Apostle John) had revealed a new message in
the Book of Revelation. Accordingly, this leader and his
church members of Laodicea will have died being

lukewarm and blotted out of the scroll that recorded the
things that existed and and happened in the generation of
the Laodicean church. Since these lukewarm people died
without being overcomers of their old beliefs, they will
not have been written on the scroll of life as being a part
of the latter day resurrection.
Near the end of the judgment, the seventh plagued angel
replays the time of earlier in the judgment when all the
scrolls were revealed. One of the scrolls will have
recorded the things that existed and events that happened
in the generation of the seven churches of Asia minor.
From that scroll, the seventh plagued angel will again
show the lukewarm attitude of the leadership and church
members of Laodicea towards the last witness' messenger
(Apostle John). The seventh plagued angel speaks with the
voice of the last witness of what is written on the last
small part of the scroll of life. Accordingly, when the
seventh plagued angel's mouth speaks of what happened
earlier in the judgment when the review of a scroll's
record showed how the leader and church members of
Laodicea were blotted (replay of their death) out of life
while being lukewarm, they will have again been spewed
out of having a part in life as revealed by the seventh
plagued angel from the last small part of the scroll of life's
first side.
*******

Revelation 3:17 Because THOU {leaderhship of the
church of Laodicea} sayest, I am RICH {believes he is
rich/spiritually fat with having spiritually eaten of the the
old truth regarding Yahshua's/Jesus' salvation}, and
increased with GOODS {goods/knowledge of the gospels
that pertain to Yahshua's/Jesus' ministry and knowledge of
the letters written by Yahshua's/Jesus' apostles and
disciples}, and have NEED OF NOTHING {the leader of
the church of Laodicea believes he and his church
members need no new message from any person to be
saved}; and KNOWEST NOT {because of his lukewarm
state} that THOU {leader/angel/messenger of the church
of Laodicea} art WRETCHED {spiritually malnourished
on the old spiritual stale food of the old message that
Yahshua/Jesus and his apostles and disciples proclaimed},
and MISERABLE {because the true state of the leader of
the church of Laodicea is miserable}, and POOR {has no
present truth/gold of the two witnesses' new message
revealed by a living messenger}, and BLIND {the leader
of the church of Laodicea was spiritually blind because he
failed to place on his eyes the words/salve of a new
message that the Apostle John/living messenger revealed
from the Book of Revelation around 90 A.D.}, and
NAKED {the leadership of the church of Laodicea was
not clothed with the spiritual light/new message of the
first witness/bright star and last witness/morning star in
the Book of Revelation}:

The seventh plagued angel reveals what the last witness
said regarding the leadership of the church of Laodicea.
When the Apostle John sent his Book of Revelation to the
leader of the church of Laodicea, the leader after reading it
was Lukewarm in regards to the two witnesses' new
message written in the Book of Revelation. The leader of
the Laodicean church believed that he and his church
members didn't need the two witnesses' new message
revealed by the Apostle John from the Book of Revelation
to be saved. He believed that he was rich (spiritually fat)
with the old message of the two witnesses {Michael and
Gabriel} that Yahshua/Jesus revealed. This leader of the
Laodicean church also believed he was increased with the
goods (words) revealed in the writings of Yahshua’s/Jesus'
apostles and his early disciples and didn't need to know
anything else to be saved. However the leader of the
church of Laodicea didn't know that he was spiritually
malnourished (wretched) on the old stale message that the
two witnesses revealed through Yahshua/Jesus. If the
leader of the Laodicean church had known his true state,
he would be miserable instead of happy in his erroneous
belief of thinking he is saved. The leader of the Laodicean
church was spiritually poor because he didn't buy (by
trading his old beliefs) the two witnesses' new message
(gold) revealed by the Apostle John from the Book of
Revelation around 90 A.D. The leader of the Laodiean
church was blind because he didn't continually place
before his eyes the words (eye salve) of the two witnesses'

new message written in the Book of Revelation, because
the leader thought he could clearly see (understand) what
the gospels and letters were saying in regards to his
salvation and the salvation of his Laodicean church
members. The leader of the Laodicean church was
spiritually naked because he was not clothed with the two
witnesses new light (new visions) revealed from the Book
of Revelation. The new visions revealed by the first
witness and second witness are likened to the spiritual
moon's/bright star's (first witness') light and spiritual
sun's/morning star's (last witness') light, which beam down
from heaven (sky) and clothe the people that accept the
two witnesses' new written visions when being revealed
by a living messenger.
*******
Revelation 3:18 I {seventh plagued angel revealing what
the last witness said to the leader of the church of
Laodicea} counsel THEE {leader of the Laodicean
church} to buy of ME {last witness} GOLD {equated
with the spiritual moon’s/first witness’ silver light/visions
mixed with the spiritual sun’s/last witness’ coppery
light/visions to create this gold that is revealed by a living
messenger} TRIED {tested} in the FIRE {fire of
temptation, during the hour of temptation}, that THOU
{leader/angel/messenger} mayest be RICH {with the two
witnesses visions/gold of present truth}; and WHITE
RAIMENT {representing the bright star's/spiritual

moon’s/first witness' white light/visions mixed with the
morning star's/spiritual sun’s/last witness' white
light/visions of present new truth revealed by a living
messenger}, that THOU {leader of the Laodicean church}
mayest be CLOTHED {with new light/new visions}, and
that the shame of thy NAKEDNESS {of not receiving
new truth/light as revealed by a living messenger} do not
appear; and anoint thine eyes with EYESALVE
{words/spiritual oil that pertain to visions written on seven
angels with trumpets. When their written visions are
revealed, they are as oil burning in the seven lights/stars
upon seven candlesticks}, that thou mayest SEE {see
what the two witnesses are saying in regards to new
present truth revealed by a living messenger in every
generation}.
The verse in Revelation 3:18 is happening near the end of
the judgment. At that time, the seventh plagued angel is
revealing what the two witnesses' said to the leader of the
church of Laodicea in 90 A.D. The leader was told to buy
the spiritual gold of the two witnesses' present truth
message from a living messenger. Spiritual gold
represents the mixing of the spiritual silvery moonlight
visions of what the first witness had witnessed with the
spiritual coppery sunlight visions of what the second
witness had witnessed, as written by the first witness on
the first side of each scroll. On each scroll was recorded
the things that existed and happened in the world during a

living messenger's generation. This gold represents the
two witnesses’ combined visions and oracles written on
the first side of each scroll of the same things that they
both saw existing and happening in each generation. The
two witnesses sent their living messengers with a new
message to prophesy and test the people that believed they
were saved by claiming to believe a former messenger's
message of a past generation.
Latter day Solomon received his message from the last
witness' words in the Bible. The last witness' words reveal
the two witnesses' visions and oracles written in the Book
of Revelation. Thereby, the latter day messenger knows
what is prophesied to happen to the world, according to
the two witnesses' visions and oracles written on the scroll
of lifes first side. As old Moses and the people with him
were tested as they journeyed twice through the
wilderness to the Promised Land, so latter day Moses
(living messenger) and the people with him are tested
during two half hours of the hour of temptation. Latter day
apostles and disciples have been tested with the spiritual
fire of failed predictions concerning the time of the rock's
impact to see if their faith in the spiritual gold {combined
visions of two witnesses written on the scroll of life)
would fail.
In the latter days, an overcomer buys (see Proverbs 23:23;
Isaiah 55:1-3) the two witnesses' spiritual gold (visions in
the scroll of life} by selling their old customs and beliefs

to obtain it. Thereby being truly rich with new life-saving
knowledge that will redeem at the resurrection the latter
day overcomers that died in the last generation. The
spiritual gold (visions) will preserve the latter day living
overcomers from the super volcano's plagues released by
the rock's impact. From the time of the super volcano's
eruption of smoke and ash, all the overcomers that
acquired the two witnesses' spiritual gold (spiritual
moon’s/first witness’ silver light/visions mixed with the
spiritual sun’s/second witness’ coppery light/visions) from
a living messenger will live to play a role in gathering a
great multitude, a role within new Jerusalem during the
judgment, and a role during a new life in the new heaven
and new Earth. The new Earth will be as it was in the
garden of Eden before the knowledge of evil was
introduced into the world.
Proverbs 23:23 BUY {by trading your old customs and
beliefs} the TRUTH {two witnesses' spiritual gold/visions
revealed by a living messenger}, and sell it not; also
wisdom, and instruction, and understanding.
Isaiah 55:1 Ho, every one that THIRSTETH {for the
spiritual waters/new words of the two witnesses}, come ye
to the waters, and he that hath no money; come ye, BUY
{by trading your old customs and beliefs}, and EAT
{spiritual food of the seventh angel with trumpet}; yea,
come, buy WINE {being the spiritual sweet realization
after drinking/knowing the two witnesses' written

predictions} and MILK {drinking the bitter milk of
present new truth makes a believer have a spiritual
stomach pain caused by non-believers’ attitudes to a
person who claims to believe a new message} without
money and without price.
55:2 Wherefore do ye spend money for that which is not
bread? and your labour for that which satisfieth not?
hearken diligently unto ME {combined two witnesses'
visions and oracles revealed by a living messenger}, and
eat ye THAT {visions of the seventh angel with trumpet}
which is good, and let your soul delight itself in fatness.
55:3 Incline your ear, and come unto ME {combined two
witnesses' new message}: HEAR {the living messenger's
message}, and your soul shall live; and I will make an
everlasting covenant with you, even the SURE MERCIES
{written predictions of salvation/mercies} of DAVID
{David is the first witness' mesenger}.
The latter day people that believe the straight/right truth
for today will be clothed with the spiritual white garments
of righteousness. Accordingly, a person’s prior nakedness
pertaining to their dated beliefs will be covered with the
spiritual moon’s/first witness’ light/visions and spiritual
sun’s/second witness’ light/visions, as revealed by the
latter day messenger. When a person pours spiritual oil of
the latter day messenger's message upon their eyes, they
will then see what the two witnesses' visions and oracles

are saying on the scroll of life.
*******
Revelation 3:19 As many as I {seventh plagued angel
revealing what the last witness said to the leadership of
the church of Laodicea} LOVE, I REBUKE {with the
words of a new message} and CHASTEN {with failed
predictions of a previous message}: be ZEALOUS
{hot/zealous for wanting to know what the two witnesses
are saying in the Book of Revelation} therefore, and
REPENT {repent from the leadership's lukewarm attitude
of thinking he and his church have enough truth to be
saved, but knows not that he lacks the two witnesses' new
present truth message revealed by a living messenger}.
The people that accepted the last witness' living
messenger are the people that are loved, as written in a
scroll. The loved ones are rebuked with the last witness'
message revealed by a living messenger. These loved ones
are also chastened with failed predictions to test the
believers' faith during the hour of temptation. Accordingly,
the leadership of the Laodicean church was told to repent
from his lukewarm attitude of thinking he has all the truth
needed to be saved, even though he didn't know that the
opposite was true because he failed to truly accept the last
witness' new message revealed by the Apostle John from
the Book of Revelation. This leadership was also told to
be zealous (hot) in wanting to know the last witness' new

message revealed by a living messenger, instead of relying
on old messages concerning Yahshua/Jesus as written in
the gospels and letters by deceased apostles and disciples.
The promises and counsels written in the gospels and
letters by apostles and disciples of Yahshua/Jesus applied
only to the people the counsels were addressing in the
generation of Yahshua/Jesus.
*******
Revelation 3:20 Behold, I {seventh plagued angel
revealing near the end of the judgment what the last
witness had said to the leadership of Laodicea around 90
A.D.} stand at the DOOR {forehead/door to the mind},
and knock: if any man {person} hear MY {last witness'}
VOICE {message of present truth revealed by a living
messenger}, and open the door, I {new message of the
living messenger} will come in to HIM {person’s mind},
and will sup with him {hence, remove a person’s old
customs and beliefs}, and he with me {when a person
spiritually eats the living messenger's new message, which
is as spiritual manna/written words baked into white
unleavened bread/understanding of the words}.
When a person reads a new message of the last witness'
living messenger, then the last witness' message will be
figuratively standing at the door (forehead) to his or her
mind. A person of a certain spirit (character) that hears and
opens their mind to allow the last witness' voice (as

revealed by a living messenger) to enter and sup therein,
the last witness' written predictions will then remove (sup
on) a person’s old beliefs. At the same time, the person
will be spiritually eating the last witness' new message,
just as the Apostle John ate it in Revelation 10:10.
Revelation 10:2 And HE {ending part of the sixth angel
with trumpet as the seventh angel with trumpet is
beginning} had in his hand a LITTLE BOOK {being a
little scroll containing the seven lights and seven thunders
of the seventh angel with trumpet} open: and he set his
RIGHT FOOT {equated with the first witness’
light/written visions} upon the SEA {representing the
union/sea of rivers/nations of Christendom}, and his
LEFT FOOT {representing the last witness’ light/visions}
on the EARTH {representing the land of the USA}.
Revelation 10:10 And I {Apostle John} took the LITTLE
BOOK {in which is written the seven visions and seven
thunders of the seventh angel with trumpet} out of the
angel's hand {hand of the sixth angel with trumpet as it is
ending}, and ATE IT UP {as grains/written words of
manna baked into unleavened bread/message resembling a
white stone}; and it was in my mouth SWEET {equated
with spiritual sweet wine} as honey: and as soon as I had
eaten it, my belly was BITTER {equated with bitter milk}.
Malachi 3:16 Then THEY {overcomers} that FEARED
{were zealous to know the two witnesses' new written

message revealed by a living messenger in each
generation} the LORD {seventh plagued angel} spake
often one to another: and the LORD {seventh plagued
angel} hearkened, and heard it, and a BOOK OF
REMEMBRANCE {the memories of Michael and Gabriel
have recorded, as it were in a book/scroll, the people that
feared their words as spoken by a living messenger} was
written before him for them that feared the LORD
{seventh plagued angel}, and that thought upon HIS
NAME {the name of the two witnesses' living messengers
in each generation}.
Daniel 12:1 And AT THAT TIME {when the reign of latter
day Babylon comes to end when a rock impacts the USA
and opens the super volcano} shall MICHAEL
{Michael's/first witness' written visions and oracles that
also wrote of the last witness'/Gabriel's visions and oracles
on the first side of the scroll of life} STAND UP {the
visions and oracles resurrect from having /died/failed to
overthrow latter day Babylon during the sign of Jonah. As
Michael's visions and oracles rise to life when smoke and
ash erupt from the super volcano, the overcomers of all
generations will also resurrect}, the GREAT PRINCE
{Michael's written predictions/visions and oracles
represented by the spiritual bright star/moon} which
standeth for the CHILDREN {these spiritual children
represent the third group of redeemed} of THY {latter day
Daniel’s/living messenger's} PEOPLE {these people

represent the first and second groups of redeemed}: and
there shall be a TIME OF TROUBLE {during the time
when the super volcano is erupting with smoke and ash
for five months}, such as never was since there was a
nation even to that same time: and at that time thy people
shall be delivered, every one that shall be found written
{as a believer of latter day Daniel’s/living messenger's
message} in THE BOOK {scroll of life}.
*******
Revelation 3:21 To HIM {person} that OVERCOMETH
{their old beliefs by believing present new truth from a
living messenger} will I {seventh plagued angel speaking
with the voice of the last witness} GRANT {allow during
the ending part of the judgment} to sit with ME {when the
seventh plagued angel representing the last small part of
the scroll of life is being revealed} in MY {last witness'}
THRONE {visions and oracles of the last witness sitting
and reigning over the dissolved kingdom of latter day
Babylon}, even as I {last witness' visions and oracles}
also OVERCAME {latter day Babylon's kingdom}, and
am set down with my Father {first witness'/Michael's
visions and oracles written on the first side of the scroll of
life's last small part/seventhn plagued angel} in HIS
{seventh plagued angel's visions and oracles written by
Michael} THRONE {seventh plagued angel's visions and
oracles that reveal a great white throne of intense light

sitting over the dissolved kingdom of latter day Babylon}.
The seventh plagued angel reveals near the end of the
1,100 years of the judgment what the last witness had said
to the leader of the Laodicean church around 90 A.D. At
that time, the scroll of life's last small part (represented by
the seventh plagued angel) will contain all the visions and
oracles revealed from the scrolls and scroll of life during
1,100 years of the judgment when these books will have
been opened. Accordingly, every messenger and
overcomer of all generations will also be written on the
last small part of the scroll of life as overcoming their old
beliefs. This means the seventh plagued angel can speak
with the written voice of the first witness and last witness
and with the voice of their written messengers from any
scroll that had recorded the things that existed and
happened in a generation.
When the seventh plagued angel is revealing what the last
witness had said to the seven churches of Asia minor, the
last witness' fulfilled visions and oracles on the scroll of
life will have been sitting and reigning on the high and
lifted-up throne over latter day Babylon's dissolved
kingdom for almost 1,100 years of the judgment. This is
according to what the first witness saw and wrote that also
contain what the last witness was seeing and hearing.
Accordingly, when all things are being replayed according
to what was written by Michael on the seventh plagued
angel, it means the seventh plagued angel is the father of

all things that are being recreated according to the visions
and oracles of the two witnesses. The seventh plagued
angel will reveal the visions and oracles that Michael
witnessed sitting and reigning on the great white throne.
At the same time, the seventh plagued angel will reveal
the visions and oracles of the last witness also overcoming
and sitting and reigning on the same throne of God the
father. The event of the reigning great white throne is
recreated according to the visions and oracles of the two
witnesses, as revealed by the seventh plagued angel near
the end of the judgment. Every person that was written as
an overcomer in the same visions and oracles of the two
witnesses will also be reigning with them on the same
throne.
*******
Revelation 3:22 He that hath an ear, let him hear what
the Spirit {mind/spirit of the seventh plagued angel}
saith unto the churches.
Only the people that possess a certain mind can hear
(accept) what the seventh plagued angel is saying with the
voice of the last witness to the Christian churches of Asia
minor. The people that overcome their old customs and
beliefs by accepting a living messenger’s message are
promised
(a) access to the tree of life in the middle of the garden of

paradise of new Jerusalem [see Revelation 2:7]
(b) will not be hurt of the second death, which is a replay
of the first death [see Revelation 2:11]
(c) he or she will eat of the hidden manna (sealed little
scroll of the seventh angel with trumpet) baked into
spiritual bread (resembling a white stone); thereby, he or
she will have been given the new name of the last witness'
living messenger [see Revelation 2:17]
(d) have power to rule over all nations of latter day
Babylon's kingdom with a rod of iron [see Revelation
2:26, 27]
(e) be clothed with the figurative white garments of
light/righteousness, and he or she will not have his or her
name blotted from the last scroll/scroll of life, on which
the two witnesses also record the things that happen in a
new Earth [see Revelation 3:5]
(f) become a permanent spiritual pillar in the temple of
God (seventh plagued angel), having the name of God
(seventh plagued angel), name of new Jerusalem, and the
last witness' latter day living messenger's new name [see
Revelation 3:12]
(g) will sit with the last witness on the father’s/seventh
plagued angel's reigning throne as written by the last
witness concerning the two witnesses’ fulfilled visions and

oracles reigning over latter day Babylon’s dissolved
kingdom [see Revelation 3:21]

